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For Karate-do MAC Japan Bangladesh Branch it was a great honor and respect to attend the
"The 3rd Nara Karate Championship - 2017" where we achieved great goals over there. As
Sensei Kulsum Akter Kakon and Sensei Kamrul Hassan won 1st place at Kata and Ajmaeen
Basher won 3rd place also at Kata. We are very proud to have such kind of results which we
deeply feel honored to earn it.
We have gone to several places at Japan, like in Nara, Osaka, Saitama, Yokohama and Tokyo.
And have visited very nice places where Sensei Maruko took us in his car, we deeply give our
gratitude for all the helps and effort he put for us during our stay in Japan.
As well we take this opportunity to thank all the MAC Honbu and MAC Nara Branch Chiefs,
Teachers, Students, Parents and Shihan Watanabe and Sensei Maruko for being with us over
there and giving us their out most love and respect for us.
Even for MAC Bangladesh Heads, it’s very honor and pride for us to achieved higher rank
degrees that we got from giving the Grading Test. The test was massive hard but after all we
managed to give the test successfully. And got promoted as follows:
Sensei Mohammed Ali - 4th Stage (Yon Dan)
Sensei Kulsum Akter Kakon - 2nd Stage (Ni Dan)
Sensei Kamrul Hassan - 2nd Stage (Ni Dan)

We look further in the future in visiting Japan again with more students along with us where it
will be even more better International Exchange and may the friendship bond be forever
between Japan and Bangladesh.

Cheers for good work!
Thank you very much,
Ossu...

